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ABSTRACT
Methodological question
Can blinded, site-independent scoring of audio recorded site-based PANSS interviews of acutely 
psychotic patients replicate site-based scores and affirm treatment outcome results? 

Introduction (AIMS)
One approach to the confirmation of site-specific research assessments in multicenter trials has 
been to conduct paired site-independent ratings of audio-recorded site-based assessments such 
that the independent rating is blind to other clinical and research evaluations conducted on site. 
We applied this blinded assessment method to confirm data obtained from site-based raters 
administering the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) during a clinical trial of acute 
exacerbation of psychosis in subjects with schizophrenia.

Methods
Data for this analysis came from a 5-week, phase 2, randomized, double-blinded study 
(EMERGENT-1) to assess the safety, tolerability, and efficacy of the investigational antipsychotic 
KarXT in hospitalized adults with an acute exacerbation of schizophrenia enrolled in a Phase 2 
placebo-controlled double-blind RCT (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03697252). KarXT is a 
fixed combination of xanomeline and trospium chloride being investigated for the treatment of 
subjects with schizophrenia.

The site-independent PANSS ratings were derived from audio recordings of site-based PANSS 
interviews with accompanying digital notes that provided corroborative informant information. 
The paired PANSS scoring data was used for quality assurance to independently confirm the site 
based PANSS ratings. The study plan anticipated a review all PANSS interviews for completeness 
and independent scoring of 100% of interviews conducted at the baseline and endpoint visits 
and 20% at the other visits.

We conducted concordance analyses of the paired site-based and site-independent PANSS 
interviews and compared the PANSS treatment outcome at the study endpoint between these 
two methods of assessment.

Results
There were 553 pairs of paired PANSS scores available for analysis from the full study data. 
There were 142 subjects with paired site-based and site-independent PANSS data available from 
both the baseline and end of study (week 5) visits.

Concordance analyses of the paired site-based and site-independent PANSS ratings revealed a high 
correlation (ICC = 0.746; p < 0.001) with minimal scoring discordance. Paired scoring differences 
were positively correlated with the PANSS total score (Spearman’s rho = 0.35, p < 0.001).

The site-based PANSS total scores revealed a significantly greater improvement from baseline 
in the KarXT treatment group compared to placebo (p < 0.0001). The blinded site-independent 
PANSS total scores derived from listening to and scoring the recorded site-based PANSS 
interviews replicated this finding (p = 0.0005).

Conclusions
Blinded site-independent scoring of audio-digital recordings of site-based PANSS interviews 
confirmed the primary PANSS findings in this schizophrenia study and obviated any concerns 
about possible functional unblinding. This method of blinded assessment via audio-digital 
recordings may have utility for other studies concerned with ratings precision and/or  
functional unblinding.
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INTRODUCTION
Blinded, site-independent review of audio-recorded site-based subject interviews 
(“paired” ratings) is a quality assurance (QA) surveillance strategy that has been used 
effectively to monitor and assure ratings precision in clinical trials. 

 ¡  Site-independent raters are blinded to the study site and study visit, and only have access to 
the recorded information obtained during the interview

 ¡  Consequently, site-independent raters are essentially blinded to any treatment-emergent 
adverse events (TEAE) that occur during the study and their data can be used to 
independently confirm site-based ratings that may be more prone to functional unblinding

We conducted a paired ratings analysis of the PANSS scores obtained from the 
EMERGENT-1 trial of twice-daily KarXT titrated to a maximum dose of xanomeline 
125 mg/trospium 30 mg in acutely psychotic patients with schizophrenia 
(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03697252).

 ¡  KarXT, the investigational antipsychotic investigated in the EMERGENT-1 trial, is a 
combination of xanomeline tartrate and trospium chloride 

  ¨  Xanomeline is an agonist for muscarinic acetylcholine receptors that was discovered to 
have antipsychotic benefits, but its development was discontinued due to GI side effects 
(nausea, vomiting)1

  ¨  Trospium is a muscarinic antagonist that is marketed for the treatment of overactive 
bladder and does not cross the blood brain barrier; it has been shown to substantially 
reduce the side effects of xanomeline in previous Phase 1 trials of KarXT2,3

We conducted concordance analyses of site-based PANSS interviews that were paired 
with blinded, site-independent scores derived from the audio-digital recordings of the 
site-based interviews. In addition, we compared PANSS treatment outcome between 
the site-based and blinded, site-independent scores in order to:

 ¡ Confirm the primary, site-based PANSS outcome

 ¡ Help identify and remediate any potential rater inconsistencies

 ¡  Evaluate possible effects of functional unbliding. As with any treatment associated with 
side effects, the previously reported side effects of KarXT 2,3 have the potential to functionally 
unblind site-based raters  

METHODS
The primary objective of the trial was to assess the efficacy of KarXT versus placebo 
in reducing PANSS total scores in adult inpatients with schizophrenia. 

The study was conducted between September 2018 and September 2019 at 12 study 
centers in the United States. 

All subjects consented to study participation and to audio recording of PANSS 
interviews. 

Trial eligibility and design
Eligible subjects were men or women between the ages of 16 and 60 (inclusive) 
who met DSM5 criteria for schizophrenia and presented with an acute exacerbation 
of psychosis or a relapse of symptoms with an onset less than 2 months before the 
screening visit. 

 ¡  Eligible subjects required a PANSS total score between 80 and 120 (inclusive), an 
item score ≥ 4 on at least 2 of 4 key positive symptom items (delusions, conceptual 
disorganization, hallucinatory behavior, suspiciousness), and a Clinical Global Impression  
of severity (CGI-S) score ≥ 4 at the screen and baseline visits 

 ¡  Enrolled subjects were randomized 1:1 to receive twice-daily oral doses of KarXT or 
placebo for 5 weeks

 ¡  Signant Health (formerly CRF Bracket) was contracted to conduct a quality assurance 
(QA) monitoring program of site-based PANSS ratings at all visits, which assessed scoring 
concordance between paired site-based and site-independent PANSS ratings to affirm 
ratings precision of the primary measure and identify ratings “outliers” with discordant 
scores that required remediation during the study 

Audio-digital recording method of site-independent PANSS assessment
The site-independent PANSS ratings were derived from audio recordings of site-based 
PANSS interviews and accompanying digital notes with corroborative informant 
information completed by site-based raters. PANSS items that required direct 
observation of subject behavior during the interview were carried over from the 
site-based score: N1 (blunted affect), G4 (tension), G5 (mannerisms and posturing), 
and G7 (motor retardation). 

 ¡  By design, every PANSS interview at every study visit was audio-digitally recorded  
and electronically transmitted to Signant Health for quality assurance review

 ¡  The QA program reviewed 100% of PANSS interviews conducted at the baseline  
and week 5 (endpoint) visits 

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses in this report employed the R program for comparison of 
paired PANSS ratings and analysis of variance (ANOVA) available from VassarStats 
computational website for examination of unblinded treatment outcome. The primary 
endpoint of the study was the least-squares mean change from baseline on the PANSS 
total score at week 5 (endpoint or early termination). 

 ¡  All efficacy analyses were conducted on the modified intent to treat (mITT) population, 
which included all randomized subjects who received at least one dose of study 
medication, had a baseline and at least one postbaseline PANSS assessment 

 ¡  While the primary endpoint analysis used MMRM-based analysis, this comparative analysis 
of site-based and site-independent PANSS treatment outcome used ANOVA analysis on the 
change from baseline to endpoint/early termination visit for the following

  ¨  PANSS total score change from baseline to endpoint

  ¨  Change from baseline for the positive and negative symptom subscales and the 4 key 
positive symptoms 

  ¨  Treatment response at endpoint using > 30% PANSS total score improvement from 
baseline to endpoint as a criterion for treatment response (subtracting 30 points from  
the total PANSS scores to adjust for PANSS scaling from 1-7 for the 30 items)

RESULTS
Concordance analyses: paired site-based and site-independent PANSS
Ratings across all visits were conducted on the audio-recorded interviews with 
acceptable audio transmission. There were 553 pairs of paired PANSS scores available 
for analysis.

Within the mITT population, there were 142 paired PANSS ratings with baseline and 
endpoint (or early termination) visits available for treatment outcome analysis.

 ¡  Within this group, 128 subjects completed the study and 14 subjects withdrew but had at 
least one post-baseline PANSS assessment

The mean site-based PANSS total score (± SD) across all study visits was 93.0 ± 12.7 
and the mean paired site-independent PANSS scores was 92.0 ± 12.0 (p = ns).

 

 As shown in Figure 1:

 ¡  The intra-class correlation between site-based and paired independent total PANSS scores 
was 0.769 (p < 0.001) 

 ¡  306 of the paired ratings differed by ≤ 5 points (55.3%), and 444 pairs differed by ≤ 10 
points (80.3%). 14 pairs with > 20 points scoring difference (2.5%)

  ¨  We identified and remediated ratings “outliers” during the study. 

  ¨  The higher paired discordances were due either to administrative error (data entry), 
poor audio quality, lack of detailed digital notes, or poor interview quality affecting 
independent replication. Following efforts at rater remediation, 2 raters were dismissed 
from the study, whereas the other raters demonstrated improvement during the 
remainder of the study

  Comparison of site-based and site-independent PANSS outcomes

  As shown in Table 1:
 ¡  Both site-based and site-independent PANSS scores achieved statistical significance  

favoring KarXT over placebo on the PANSS total score form baseline to endpoint  
(p < 0.0001 and 0.0005 respectively) and the 4 key positive symptom items  
(p = 0.0003 and p = 0.02 respectively)

 ¡  KarXT-assigned subjects had significantly greater improvement than placebo-assigned 
subjects on both the positive and negative symptom sub-scales using the primary  
site-based PANSS scores (p = 0.001 and p = 0.002 respectively)

 ¡  Site-independent PANSS positive and negative score sub-scales favored KarXT over  
placebo and came close to achieving statistical significance as well

Table 1. Site-based and Site-independent PANSS Treatment Outcome

Change from baseline ±SD 

 KarXT (n = 69) Placebo (n = 73)

PANSS total score

Site-based -18.7 ± 15.7 -5.7 ± 13.7 F = 27.3; p < 0.0001

Site-independent -15.3 ± 11.8 -7.9 ± 12.8 F = 12.7; p = 0.0005

4 key items

Site-based -4.0 ± 3.8 -1.9 ± 3.3 F = 14.1; p = 0.0003

Site-independent -3.6 ± 3.3 -2.4 ± 2.9 F = 5.8; p = 0.017

PANSS positive sub-scale

Site-based -5.4 ± 5.6 -2.2 ± 5.9 F = 11.1; p = 0.001

Site-independent -4.7 ± 5.3 -2.9 ± 5.1 F = 3.9; p = 0.051

PANSS negative sub-scale

Site-based -3.4 ± 5.2 -0.8 ± 4.5 F = 10.4; p = 0.002

Site-independent -2.5 ± 4.8 -1.5 ± 4.1 F = 1.8; p = 0.18

As shown in Figure 2:

 ¡  The 69 subjects assigned to the KarXT treatment group in this analysis revealed 
significantly greater improvement from baseline to endpoint on the site-based PANSS 
total scores than the 73 subjects assigned to placebo (F = 27.03; p < 0.0001)

 ¡  Similarly, the blinded site-independent PANSS total scores also revealed significantly 
greater improvement favoring KarXT over placebo as well (F = 12.7; p = 0.0005)

We used > 30% PANSS total score improvement from baseline as the criterion for 
treatment response. 

 ¡  There were 30 KarXT responders (43.5%) in contrast to 8 placebo responders (11.0%)  
based upon the site-based PANSS scores (χ2 = 17.5; df = 1; p < 0.0001) 

 ¡  There were 21 KarXT responders (30.4%) and 10 placebo responders (13.7%) based  
upon the site-independent PANSS scores (χ2 = 4.88; df = 1; p < 0.03)

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
¡  We examined ratings precision via “paired” ratings using site-based raters who 

administered the primary PANSS ratings and blinded site-independent raters who 
listened to and scored these audio-digital recorded interviews

¡  High inter-rater reliability was demonstrated between site-based PANSS raters and 
site-independent raters on 553 recorded interviews (r = 0.769; p < 0.001 for paired  
total PANSS score comparisons)

¡  Site-independent ratings confirmed the paired PANSS scores generated by the 
site-based raters. In this paired sample, the 69 subjects assigned to KarXT had 
significantly improved PANSS total scores compared to the 73 subjects assigned 
to placebo, as assessed by both the site-based PANSS total scores (p < 0.0001) and 
site-independent PANSS total scores (p = 0.0005)

¨  These findings were supported by similar comparisons of the positive and negative 
symptom sub-scales and 4 key positive items (Table 1)

¡  Site-independent raters demonstrated utility in this trial, assisting in identifying and 
remediating ratings “outliers” and leading to 2 raters being discontinued from the trial

¡  The confirmation of the significant primary site-based PANSS ratings by the blinded, 
site-independent ratings clearly obviates any possible concern about the influence of 
functional unblinding on the conclusions of the EMERGENT-1 trial

¡  The use of site-independent raters for QA assessment has utility in clinical trials 
schizophrenia, which may translate to other psychiatric conditions where subjective 
interview-based assessment are used (e.g, MDD) 

n = 553 paired scores across all visits

Figure 1 – Distribution of Paired PANSS Scoring Discordance

Paired PANSS Ratings: Total Score Discordance
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Figure 1. Distribution of Paired PANSS Scoring Discordance
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Figure 2 – Comparison of PANSS total score treatment outcome: 
site-based and paired site-independent ratings
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Figure 2. Comparison of PANSS total score treatment outcome:  
site-based and paired site-independent ratings
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NOTE:  Positive paired scoring discordance indicates that site-based PANSS score was greater than site-independent score, whereas negative 
discordance indicates the opposite.


